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This research studies the spatial distribution quality of spatial interpolation methods. 

The research aims first to obtain unbiased estimator parameters based on regionalized 

variables in the study field. We used kriging techniques (called Local spatial interpolation) 

to rely on the variogram function with a fuzzy inference system, where fuzzy kriging is an 

extension of ordinary kriging. The second objective of this work is to estimate parameters 

of covariance models based on real data of soil chemicals, the data adopted in this 

research is taken from (100) real data for each soil chemical (Mg, Cl, and No3). These 

data are from Mosul Quadrangle in Mosul city in Iraq. After applying kriging techniques 

and a fuzzy inference system, we show the minimization of the estimation variance to 

choose the sentimental under uncertainty. We get the Smallest standard cross-validation of 

errors. Covariance models are described by exponential, and spherical model. With the 

best fitting models by the constraint of weights we note that the performance of the 

interpolation method is better by compared to the fuzzy system. In conclusion, the 

improvement does not rely on the statistical methods, but rather higher quality and large 

data of soil variables should be used to improve the prediction process. All programming 

computations are carried out in Matlab Language.
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I. INTRODUCTION 
There are many spatial interpolation methods that are 

used to find the best performance of a spatial distribution 

based on the theory of regionalized variables. Kriging 

techniques are the most important to prediction values in the 

study area, later on, Georges Matheron, which to the first 

scientific approach to the kriging method. The main purpose 

of spatial data analysis is to obtain the best estimate of the 

values of a particular phenomenon in the study area with 

minimal variance errors through kriging techniques such as 

universal kriging [7]. Spatial variability of the studied data 

has an accurate prediction of covariance for any application 

(such as mining field, level of groundwater, environmental 

sciences, soil data, pollution, …, etc.). Various statistics and 

analysis numerical approaches to the best model have been 

introduced. Multivariate techniques have proven to be 

effective in the spatial prediction of landslides using a high 

degree of accuracy [11], [12]. Many studies dealt with the 

fuzzy system starting to know the fuzzy logic, fuzzy numbers, 

and the membership model [16], [18]. Other studies took the 

prediction using an application of the analytical hierarchy 

process. [1], [2]. And also, the fuzzy inference system interest 
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other scientists such as [4], [5], [6].   

This paper describes a method of fuzzy kriging 

depending on the variogram function. Kriging specifically 

explains the subject of uncertainty about the empirical 

variogram. This work demonstrates how to "fuzzy spacing", 

which achieves variance kriging. Fuzzy kriging interests soil 

scientists, it assumes that the reader is familiar with the basic 

ideas of fuzzy theory [13], [15]. 

 

2. Material and Methods  

2.1 Interpolation methods 
    Geostatistical techniques include kriging to      

interpolate the value of regionalized variable theory. 

Geostatistics is applied in different fields such as (depth, soil 

science, hydrology, groundwater, environmental sciences, …, 

etc.) [12]. 

2.2 The variogram function 
The variogram function is defined in spatial statistics 

of the stochastic process * ( )     +. For each pair of points 

in the sample data, the variogram function is defined by 

Matheron as a measure of the half mean-squared difference 

between their values at locations or with at the distance (lag 

h). 

  ( )  
 

 ( )
∑ , (

 ( )

   
  )  (    )-

                    ( ) 

  ( ) is the variogram function,  ( ) regionalized 

variables containing a point ( ). Cressie defined variogram 

as the variance   (      )     ( (  )   (  )) also, we 

can  write the variogram also function as the expectation . 

  (     )   , (  )   (  )-
  

and under stationary process, semi-variogram defined 

by Cressie: 

 (     )   (     ) 
 ( )  is second-order stationarity with mean   a  

covariance  ( ) 
i )   , ( )-                  

ii)  Covariance function        epend on the distance 

of  h 

 ( )     (( ( )  (   ))   ( ( )  (   ))     

And the d in case of isotropic  

  ‖  ‖       (     )   ( ) 
The scientists (Chilled, and Wachanagel) give the 

properties of variogram   function as the following: 

i)    (     )    ( non ngative )  

ii)   , (  )   (  )-
                     ( ) 

iii)   

 ∑ ∑     (     )     
 
             ∑     

 
   

 
     

  when we describe the curve of the variogram function 

by the vriogram parameters as the following: 

 Nugget effect denoted as (C0) defined as the 

discontinuity at the origin point (or measurement with 

error). 

  Sill (C+C0) defined the limit of function to infinity, 

where C is partial sill [17],[18]. 

  Range denoted as (a), is the distance on X-axis at 

which the variogram levels off to the curve stable. (see 

Figure (1)) 

 

Figure (1): parameters of variogram 

 if we have the set of sample          at 

locations          where    denoted of  (  )    
            and the empirical variogram 

function can be written as: 

   ( )  
 

 ( )
∑ |     |

 
                       ( )(   )  ( )  

   where  ( ) is the pairs of observations 

[8]. 
 

2.3 Fuzzy Theory  
 

The published research” Fuzzy sets” is the first research 

of the professor and head of the Department of Electrical 

Engineering at California university at Berkeley Lotfi A. 

Zadeh which was published in 1965. This scientist is 

considered the first to sudy " The Fuzzy " after identifying it 

and linking it with Probability theory to get the mathematical 

logic. Zadeh used the membership of classical binary logic 

and developed it for a set of mathematical principles to 

represent the membership degrees of multivalued fuzzy 

Logic rather than the classical set. The first introduces some 

concepts of fuzzy set theory after Zadeh [2], [3], [9].  The 

fuzzy set A is defined as a set of pairs of elements and the 

corresponding membership degrees less than or equal to 1 

denoted by   *(    ( ))    +  where  X is a 

collection of element numbers        ,   -  called the 

membership function of set A, [10]. If we have two fuzzy 

sets A and B then the intersection of A and B denoted by 

 ⋂  is : 

 ⋂  *(    ⋂ ( ))       ( )      ( )+   

membership function   ⋂ ( )     (  ( )   ( )) 

Let M and N, fuzzy subsets of sets X and Y with 

  ( ) and   ( ) then a furry subset of      has 

  ⋂ (   )     *  ( )   ( )+. 
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2.4 Fuzzy kriging procedure 

Parameter values, whether accurate or inaccurate, at 

certain points where the parameters are to be estimated 

these values are the inputs of fuzzy kriging. The estimated 

value for any location represents the outcome of the fuzzy 

kriging. The experimental variogram is used as the best tool 

to find the theoretical variogram function. Fuzzy kriging 

can be calculated by taking fuzziness and fitting a 

variogram curve [14], [17]. 

 

2.5 The Hypothetical Fuzzy Variogram  
 

The experimental variogram function is defined 

  ( )  
 

 ( )
∑ , (   )   ( )- 

(   )  ( )

              ( ) 

Corresponding, the fuzzy variogram for fuzzy  ̌ is 

defined as     ̌( ) and for the formula: 

      ̌( )  ∫ ,  ̌(    )    ̌(  )-
                          ( )

  
 

From equations (3), and (4) we write: 

    ̌( )  
 

 ( )
∑,  ̌(    )    ̌(  )-

       ( )

 ( )

   

 

[19] 

2.6. Ordinary Kriging  

 

The kriging technique is used to 

estimate a value at a point of real spatial data of 

the study area. The variables satisfice the 

second-order stationarity. In ordinary kriging, 

we want to estimate a value of  (  ) using the 

data values from neighboring sample point  

(  ). The predictor of ordinary kriging linearly 

with weights can be written as: 

 ̂  ( )  ∑    (  )                                      ( )

 

   

 

                     is the weights, the 

estimate variance is defined by    
 : 

   
    (     )∑∑     (     )   

 

   

 

   

∑   (  

 

   

   )           ( ) 

By minimizing the estimate variance with 

condition on the weight, the ordinary kriging 

system: 

 

(

 
 

 (     )  (     ) 
 
 

 (     )  (     ) 
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 (     )
 
 

 (     )
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Where     is the Lagrange parameter and     are 

the weights also the ordinary kriging system can be 

defined in the form: 

{
 
 

 
 ∑   (     )      

 

   

 (     )          

∑    

 

   

                                                            
}
 
 

 
 

    ( ) 

The estimate variance    
 is defined as: 

   
       (     )  ∑   (     )

 

   

                ( )  

 

Where    is location of the real data , then  

  ̂(  )   (  )         . [5], [8]. 

2.7 Cross validation 

 In order to obtain effective a prediction we 
used The value of G measures by using       
    sample mean.  

      [  
∑ , (  )  ̂(  )-

  
   

∑ , (  )  ̅(  )-
 
   

]                     (  ) 

 where  (  ) are the observations of the 

variables,  ̂(  )  the predictor values and are  ̅ 
the sample mean, to evaluate the complete 

prediction G is equal to 1 , while the prediction 

is less accurate when G is a negative value, 

while  if G is a positive value that means a 

more positive prediction and G is zero refer to 

the sample mean should be used. 

 By using the kriging variance, we can 

define the accuracy of prediction mean 

square error (MSE) and calculated by:    

    [∑
, (  )   ̂(  )-

 

   
 

 

   

]                   (  ) 

3. Results and Discussion  
 

3.1 Study Area 
 

This research adopted the soil data from Mosul city in 

Iraq. These data contain (100) values of each soil data (Mg, 

Cl, and NO3). 

 

Table (1): data statistics of soil data (Mg, Cl, and NO3) 
Soil 

Data 
Min Max Median Mode 

Standard 

deviation 

Mg 0.200 29.5 7.6500 3.7 6.0881 
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Cl 3 38 16 6 11.4193 

NO3 0.400 8.600 1.810 1.700 1.8813 

 

Table (1) show the statistics of soil data for (Mg, Cl, 

and NO3) including (min, max, median, mode, and standard 

deviation

 
Figure (2): results of variograms for Mg data 

 
 

Figure (2) describes the curves of the variogram 

function in figure (a) shows the results of the variogram for 

all theta of the compass (θ=0°,90°,45°, and 135°).  Where 

the curves of variograms in all theta are curves that behave 

similarly in all directions of the compass. While figure (b) 

describes the average of (0°,90°) as it takes the same 

distance of h (represent red curve), and the average of 45° 

and 135° have the same lag of h (black curve). Plots of 

Figure (1) rely on the results of the variogram function in 

Table (2) below.  
 

Table (2): results of the variogram function for Mg 

 
G11 G22 G33 G44 

0.0004 0.0011 0.0017 0.0001 

0.0005 0.0025 0.0035 0.0019 

0.0006 0.004 0.0054 0.0028 

0.0007 0.0067 00.0089 0.0044 

0.0010 0.0096 0.0127 0.0065 

0.0012 0.0138 0.0195 0.0096 

0.0015 0.0187 0.0261 0.0127 

0.002 0.0262 0.0427 0.0199 

0.0037 0.0408 0.0778 0.0265 

 

Table (2) show results of variogram function (G11, 

G22, G33, and G44) is results of thetas (0°,90°,45°, and 135°) 

respectively.  And by the same way, we getting the results of 

the variogram function in follow Figure. 

 
 

Figure (3): results for Cl data of variogram: (a) for all theta, (b) 

average of each two thetas. 

 

Figure (3a) illustrates the curves of the variogram 

function for (Cl data) for all theta between the distance (or 

lag h) on the x-axis and the variogram on the y-axis. Figure 

(3b) shows the curves (red) the average of thetas (0
o
,90

o
) and 

the black curve for two thetas (45
o
, 135

o)
. 

 

  
Figure (4): results of variogram function for NO3 data (a) in all 

theta, (b) average of variogram 

 

Figure (4) above describe the curves of variogram 

function (a) in all theta of compass, and (b) the curve of 

average of variogram function rely on the distance. 
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Table (3): results of parameters of variogram function. 

 

Data Mg Cl NO3 

Theta                                                 

Nugg

et 

Effect 

0.0007

34 
0.001348 

0.0017

03 
0.00303 

1.212e-

005 

1.212e-

005 

Sill 
0.0222

5 
0.0522 

0.0435

4 
0.0901 

0.00028

58 

0.000285

8 

Rang

e 
8 1.31 8 11.31 8 8 

 

Table (3) describes the results of the variogram 

parameters for Mg, Cl, and NO3 in all thetas, these 

parameters represent the nugget effect, sill, and range. The 

parameters of the variogram function are defined on the 

assumption of uncertainty. Property as: nugget effect (C0), 

sill (C0+C) and partial variance (C).  the kriging variance 
   

  after prediction of  points of regionalized variables. 

 

By using the fuzzy of triangular membership function 

with parameters, where   ( |     ) defined as:[20] 

 ( |     )  

{
 
 

 
 
                                
                                           
   

   
                            

  (
   

   
)                  

             (  ) 

 

 

 
Figure (5): Triangular membership function 

 

Where      , let v1 is fuzzy set, then the 

membership of a spherical variogram (   ) in   is given 

as: 

       * (  |             )  (  |            )       (13)  

Where  ( |        )  
The ranges used to define triangular membership 

functions for the nugget effect and partial variance of Mg or  

( No3 ) Then   , and    can be defined as: 

    ( |             )  
The furzy variogram for soil NO3 in this field 

 

 with      Thus the membership is  

        *  ( )   (  )   ( )+              (  ) 

These variograms are described by exponential, 

spherical, or Gaussian parameters range, nugget 

effect, and partial variance 

[

 (  )    (   )  √ 
 
 (        )

 (  )    (   )    (        )       

   (  )      (   )  √ 
 
 (        )

 

 

The step of defuzzification gave the approach the set of the 

fuzzy spacing by computing the fuzzy mean value: 

 

∫   ( )    

∫   ( )    
                                                   (  ) 

where  ( ) is the membership of the set fuzzy [5], [18]. 

  
Figure (5): curves of soil data between spacing and kriging variance (a) for 

Mg data, (b) for Cl Data. 

  

Figure (5) illustrates the curves of soil data (a) for Mg data, 

(b) for Cl data, and (c) for NO3, showing a plot between the 

spacing on the x-axis and kriging variance on the y-axis. 

When we compare the curves of all data we show the similar 

behavers between the variogram function results with the 

parameters (nugget effect, sill, and range  (  

 

Table (6): results of prediction for (Mg, Cl, and No3). 

 
G 

     
MSE

 
   
 

 
 ̂(  )for  Locations of 

prediction 

 

 

on 

 

 

Soil  

1.005              2.15 (23.5 , 9.1) Mg 

0.901               4.25 (  12 , 10.7) 

1.012              6.49 (11  , 5.7) CL 

0.908              5.68 (3.6  ,  17) 

0.969              4.67 (0.9 ,  8.9) No3 

1.102 0.324 0.111 5.50  (5.5, 7.9 ) 

 

Table (6) shows a comparison between soil data of Mg, Cl 
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and NO3 of prediction used for six random locations by 

applying equation (6), compute in these locations to get the 

accuracy of prediction process. and using kriging variance 

      
 according equation (9). Most of the values of kriging 

variance are very small and also we used G measure 

according to equation (10) and obtained mean square error 

(MSE) according equation (11). These results in Table (6) 

proves the accuracy of the kriging technique and, likely, 

supplies a good prediction. Also, most of the G values are 

closer to 1 of ordinary kriging technique. In addition, that 

the weights are equal to one ∑     
 
    (condition of 

unbiased predictor). 

 

 

Conclusions 
 

Soil data are applied in this work to describe the spatial 

distribution of several parameters or properties by variogram 

function beside the fuzzy variogram. The kriging variance 

could be fuzzification for crisp information and the variance 

of kriging is very small. A fuzzy variogram was obtained by 

applying the process models with soil data. The fuzzy 

variogram function can be made wider, by changing the value 

we get the organic function of the regionalized variables The 

results obtained indicate small differences in the prediction. 

The weights are close to one, we obtained the closest data 

contains the largest weights, while the further data contains 

the smallest weights. The variograms are described by 

exponential, and spherical models.  Fuzzy systems appear 

from applications in soil data is still a developing field 

through information about soil differences. In addition, the 

uncertainty they represent by kriging anisotropy. To 

conclude, the variogram gave the fuzzy specification to 

derive a fuzzy set of spacing with kriging variance. Fuzzy 

kriging spacing gave an ideal method for determining 

sampling composition. 
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ذي نخصائص انترتح في ظم عذو انيقينالاعتي  

 

 

 

 

 تاريخ الاستلاو:                                 تاريخ انقثول:

 

 انًهخص

الكاثي ل  االدثد   اكيلالخ سيث  الكاثي ل لقثزلا ا  ثخ ةهذا  البحث  وث   درصي

الحصثث ل ى ثثض امقثث  ميثثدر مقثثل بنثثز مخحنثثش   ثثي   ى ثثض  مثثا البحثث  هثث  اا 

 )حسكض ا  ثخاكيل كزيا ك الكخغنزاث الإق نكنت مل مجيل الدرا ت  ا خخدم ي حي نيث

مثث   مثثي  ا  ثثخد ل لخجزيبنثثت  ا ىخكثثي  ى ثثض  الثثت الاثثيري كزا  ي الكح ثثل الكاثثي ل  

الخغثثييز  الخبثثييا الكرثثخز  اا ج  كثثي  هثث  حيثثديز مت كيحثث الثثثي لالقثثبي ل  الدثثد  

االبني يث الكتخكثدة مثل هثذا  ينينت ل ك ا  الانكنيئنت ل خز ت  ي ىخكي  ى ض البني يث الح

  ميم  ة ما مدي ت   Cl ،No3، (Mg حينينت ما قنكت   100البح  مأم  ة ما )

الك ص  مل التزالا   تد حقبنق حي نيث كزيا ك م   مثي  ا  ثخد ل القثبي ل ى ثض 

  هذه البني يث  لاحظ  ما ملال ال خيئج الخل حم الخ ص  الندي 

مثل لث  ىثد  النيثنا   حصث   امقث  ميثدريديز إلض أ  ض حد  مخنثير حي ن  حبييا الخ

خبثييا الكرثخز  مث  أمقث  ال كثي   ل  الأمقثي صغز متنير ل خحيق ما صثحت ى ض أ

ياث ن أمقث   يلكيير ثت  اكيلالكلائكت م  قن   الأاسان  لاحظ أن أ ا  طزييت ا  ثخ

 االقثثثزلا مثثث  ال مثثثي  القثثثبي ل  مثثثل الخخثثثي  ،   يتخكثثثد الخحسثثثنا ى ثثثض الأ ثثثيلن 

اث الخز ثت ا ني ثيث كبنثزة لكخغنثز ا ثخخدا  طثزلا أمثز ،  ث  يجث  ميط الإحصيئنت 

 ميحلاب  غت حسي يث الحم ح انذ وكن  لخحسنا ىك نت الخ بؤ  

يث الخز ت ،  الت الايري كزا ،  ني كزيا ك، الك قق الكقب: انكهًاخ انًفتاحيح  


